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Batteries seems to be in tight supply; for

example,  Toyota delayed the launch of its

Lexus  RX 400 hybrid for this reason.

Bill Ford Jr. says his company could

sell more hybrids if it could get

the batteries.
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A report, �Hybrid Vehicle Registrations Increase 81 Percent in
2004,� accentuates the positive. New vehicle registrations
totaled 83,153, an 81 % increase over 2003. In looking  back
only four years, the sales in 2000 were only 7,781; this translates
into   960 % increase for hybrids. Leading the celebration was
Toyota  Motor Company where  sales  sales held  64% of the
market last year. (Report by R.L. Polk & Co., 04/25/05. For
more details, see http://www.polk.com/news/releases/
2005_0425,asp)

And the �euphoria� for escalating sales figures is not yet over,
Toyota Motor has sold 22,880 Prius vehicles during January,
February and March of 2005, according to Autodata Corp., and
expects to produce 100,000 Prius models for the North American
market this year.
With the price of oil escalating, more consumers are interested
in owning hybrids.  The Union of Concerned Scientists note

that market studies indicate that at least 25%
to 30% of consumers are interested in a hybrid
rather than a conventional vehicle.
Consumers seemingly are beginning to take
note that �in 2015, we would cut our national

Hybrid Sales Soar Over
80% from �03 to �04

by Shirley Georgi

With 38 hybrid models ( 17 cars and 21 trucks) expected to be on sale in
2011,   there will be more choices and competition among the automakers.
(Information is courtesy of J.D. Power and Associates-LMC Automotive
Forecasting Services, �The Hybrid-Electric Vehicle Outlook,� 02/03/05) +

Market Share for Hybrids in the U. S.
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About the cover.....
Two new full hybrids- a luxury Lexus and an ever-popular Ford Escape SUV motivate niche buyers

Having  a �made the grade� image and being part of the �in group�  are seemingly   imbedded goals for many  Americans who are new
car buyers and have the resources for discretionary spending.  Purchasing a  hybrid  Lexus or Escape can be beneficial in
accomplishing these goals as well as intuitively making a statement that the owners are interested in creating a cleaner environment
while utilizing less gasoline.
The 2006 model RX 400h Lexus (shown in the lower right) delivers a combined horsepower of 268, matching the performance  of a
V8-powered luxury SUV while delivering a combined EPA fuel economy rating of 29 m.p.g..  The Luxus Hybrid System lets the
vehicle operate on either electricity, gasoline or a combination of both.   Lexus hybrid technology is an important  first  in  luxury
hybrid vehicles. The manufacturer�s suggested retail price (MSRP) as stated on the Lexus website is $49,185.
A simple diagram (above the Lexus vehicle on the front cover) describes  the regenerative braking system, a necessity for every
hybrid.  Regenerative braking is an advanced feature that allows each electric motor to act as a generator when coasting or braking.
Thus,  the kinetic energy that would normally be lost during the vehicle�s deceleration can be converted into energy   and   sent  to
the battery pack for storage. The regenerative braking system is especially effective during driving, where repeated stopping is
common.   With regenerative braking, these batteries never require external charging  because recharging is  generated internally.
This regenerative feature  definitely  allows the Lexus hybrid to be the  luxury in-town vehicle. (Photo of the Lexus and the block
diagram of the regrerative braking system are courtesy of Lexus press site on the web.)
Individuals  purchasing (not leasing) this vehicle in 2005 will receive  up to a $2,000  clean-burning fuel  deduction from the IRS.
Sales of this vehicle began in April and Toyota forecasts that approximately 25,000 will be sold this year.
With the new hybrid Escape by Ford (shown in the upper left photo) ,the  ever-popular SUV can now be purchased along with its
environmental and gas-saving image   However, the price tag will note a premium of about $7,000 when compared to a four-wheel
drive Escape XLS which has a V-6 conventional gasoline engine.  Depending on conditions in city driving and the terrain (flat or
hilly), gas mileage will range between 28 m.p.g. and 38 m.p.g.
Suggested MSRP for the basic hybrid Escape is $26,830.
Beneath the photo of the Escape hybrid is its sealed Nickel-metal hydride battery pack which is rated at 330 Volts.  Its function  is
to store electrical energy for starting the gasoline engine and for added boosts in acceleration performance. As with many of the
other Nickel-metal hydride  battery packs found in other hybrids by other manufacturers,  there is a limited warrantee of at least 8
years/100,000 miles.
The Escape is also eligible for the �up to $2,000� tax deduction by the IRS.  However, one monetary item not currently  in the hybrid�s
favor is the $2,000 rebate that is currently given through June by  Ford for the conventional (nonhybrid) Escape.(Photos of the
Escape and battery pack are courrtesy of Ford�s website.) +
oil use by 2.3 million barrels per day-nearly as much as we
currently import from the Persian Gulf -if we increased fuel
economy to 49 m.p.g. over the next decade.� (�A New Road,�
Hybridcenter.org, Union of Concerned Scientists, 2005)
Revisiting Plug-in hybrids (PHEVs) for fuel savings
In the U.S., 27.2% of all energy is used for transportation, and
of that figure, 97 percent   of transportation fuel is oil based.
This  fact does not bode well with higher costs of gasoline/
oil and national security issues.  One answer is to  revisit
plug-in hybrids - especially for city driving.
In May, EDrive Systems LLC  demonstrated a gas-optional
hybrid   technology with a Toyota Prius which has been
�redesigned� with an added feature - a  plug-in  which accepts
a charge from  a conventional 3-prong, 110 Volt home electrical

outlet.  The company states that  by combining gasoline power
with electricity from a home recharge, an EDrive-equipped vehicle
can average 100 to 150 m.p.g. for about the first 60 miles of the
day, compared to 45-55 m.p.g. for a conventional Prius.  The
vehicle can also run in �electric only� mode at neighborhood
speeds.  This can result in using only one-half to one-third of the
gasoline used by a conventional hybrid. This concept vehicle
won the hybrid category in Tour de Sol�s Monte Carlo - Style
Rally this month. (Note, the EDrive product is engineered by
Energy CS and distributed by Clean-Tech LLC.)
This �retrofitted� Prius, with a plug-in feature,  has also had a
change in the battery pack.  Rather than using a 1.3 kiloWatt-
hour Nickel-metal hydride battery, the  pack is composed of  9-
kWh Lithium-ion Saphion(R)  batteries  manufactured by Valence
Technology.   Although not yet commercially available, the
company hopes to have this �affordable retail option� available
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Although sales are growing ,J.D. Power and Associates expects the
hybrid market to top out in 2010 with about 3 percent of the U.S.
automobile market.   �Despite the significant growth in  the number
of models and annual sales over the next five years, we anticipate
hybrid market share to reach a plateau of approximately 3 percent
near the end of the decade,� said Anthony Pratt, senior manager of
global powertrain forecasting at J.D. Power -LMC.  This is related
primarily to the price premium of $3,000 to $4,000 that consumers
must pay for a hybrid vehicle, compared with a comparable non-hybrid
option, and to competing technologies such as more fuel-efficient
gasoline and diesel options that will be available after 2006.�
There will also be an increase in models being offered.  In 2005,
there will be an increase from 8 to 11 models offered.  In 2011, the
number should increase to 38 hybrid models - 17 cars and 21 trucks.
Information is courtesy of J.D. Power and Associates-LMC
Automotive Forecasting Services, �The Hybrid-Electric Vehicle
Outlook,� 02/03/05

to consumers by 2006.  However, retail pricing  will not be in the
same range as for  the current  hybrid (Prius).  Due to the higher
cost for Lithium-ion and larger-size  batteries for plug-ins, the
price will escalate by a few thousand dollars.
Plug-ins (whether pure electric or a hybrid version)   seem be
purported as the perfect town cars for short trips by such groups
as The California Cars Initiative, the Center for Security Policy,
The Set Free America coalition and  EPRI (the Electric Power
Research Institute).   In
fact, for most trips to the
grocery store,  the
neighborhood  shopping
center or  a sporting event
at the local school - all trips
under 30 miles round trip
could be accomplished by
charging up the vehicles�
batteries  the with home-
based electricity.
But to date, the concept
of plug-ins has not been
well-accepted  by the
consumer.  However, fleet
users have tried them in
various locations.
C u r r e n t l y ,
DaimlerChrysler is
building a fleet of 40 PHEV
Sprinter delivery vans  in
cooperation with EPRI,
government agencies and
several utilities.  EPRI
estimates that there will be
a 50% savings in gas
mileage.  Other than
DaimlerChrysler�s project,
none of the big auto
companies have
embraced plug-ins for
serious commercialization.
In early March, the city of
Austin, TX passed a
resolution which provides
rebates for plug-in
vehicles, thus promoting
local business and government agencies to buy these vehicles
which improve air quality and reduce costs of driving.
Hybrids - Status and Expectations
Meanwhile, in the non-plug-in world...
Toyota is heralding its top sales of 22,880 Pruis for Jan.- March.
2005; the company  has positive sales projections  for the newly-
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Past and Projected Sales Growth of Hybrid Electric Vehicles 
in the U. S.

introduced Lexus and will soon be introducing  the highlander
SUV.
Honda is celebrating its April  sales of 5,579 Civic, Insight and
Accord hybrids.     Although the Accord was just recently
introduced, it commanded one percent of  the market in the first
three months of 2005.
Ford is touting its 2,566 Escape hybrid SUVs sold  during the

first quarter of 2005 and
1,705 hybrid Escapes in
April. (Incidently, Ford
also has a Escape Hybrid
SUV being sold in the
European market; it has
a diesel engine with
manual transmission
and has  better fuel
economy than the model
sold in the U.S.
According to Ford�s
marketing study, as
stated by Englbert
Spijker from Ford-
Germany at the April
2005 Symposium and
Exhibition of EVS 21 in
Monaco,  Americans
only want the gas
powered version with  an
automatic  transmission
so only that model is
sold in the U.S.) Ford�s
next hybrid in the U.S. is
the   Mercury Mariner
which will be debuting
possibly this year.  Two
more mid-sized sedans
are scheduled for 2008.
Meanwhile, Hyundai and
Kia are reporting  that
they will introducing  the
Hyundai Accent and the
Kia Rio to the U.S. later
in 2006; larger hybrids
may be introduced later
in 2008 or 2009.

Interestingly, Lee Hyun Soon, a senior executive vice president
said, �The number that we ship to the United States will be very
few to see the reaction.  I don�t think we can make a profit with
hybrids in the United States.�
General Motors has been bypassing hybrids for the past years,
except for a few mild hybrid trucks and some prototype buses.
However, in December of 2004, the company said that they
would be developing a gasoline-electric power system along
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with DamlierChrysler.  Although GM and Toyota have
collaborated since 1999 on research directed on alternative fuel
systems, Toyota is not transferring hybrid technology to GM.
In a statement made on Mary 11th, Toyota Chairman Hiroshi
Okuda said, �As of now, we are not thinking of working together
with GM on hybrid vehicles at all.�  (Japan Today, Japan News)
Nissan and Saturn are working on hybrids but will not have
models ready until 2006.

Batteries - Status and Expectations
As in every other battery application, hybrid vehicle batteries
are desired with smaller size, less cost and more power.
Sometimes, batteries are noted to be the largest technological
hurdle in  making hybrids a more successful category in auto
sales.  Honda has estimated that the battery in its hybrid Accord
accounts for about 60 percent  of the  $3,300  premium required
to create to this  model.   However, progress in cutting costs has
been made.  Today�s Nickel-metal hydride battery packs average
about $2,000 to $3,000.   When the Prius was first introduced  in
1997, the cost was double.
Only three manufactures are set up for production  of  Nickel-
metal hybrid batteries for hybrids.  They are Sanyo Electric and
Panasonic in Japan and Cobasys in the U.S.   Batteries seems to
be in tight supply; for example,  Toyota delayed the launch of
its Lexus  RX 400 hybrid for this reason. Bill Ford Jr. says his
company could sell more hybrids if it could get the batteries.
When smaller and more powerful batteries are discussed,
Lithium-ion is almost always mentioned.  Although there has
been much research and development in this area, there are no

commercial vehicles powered by this chemistry.  In fact, John
German of American Honda Motor has noted that volume
production is 10 years away.
Back to celebrating success
Toyota is celebrating succeess by bringing to the U. S. market a
new  hybrid based on the  the ever-popular  Camry model;
production is scheduled to  begin in Kentucky   in 2006.  Toyota
sold 420,000 Camrys with internal combusion engines  in the
U.S. last year; this mid-sized sedan is the best seller in the U.S.
auto market and its hybrid counterpart should appeal to many
consumers.
With sales increasing, Toyota, Honda and Ford should sell about
210,000 gasoline-electric hybrids in 2005.

New hybrid registrations are growing in large cities where air
quality is a major concern.  In 2004,  Los Angeles reported 10,339
new hybrid registrations while  San Francisco and San Jose had
8,051.  California�s total was 25, 021, which is a growth rate of
over 102 percent in one year.  Other states reporting on a large
number of new hybrid registrations were: Virginia, Washington,
Florida, Maryland, New York and Texas.  (Source - R.L Polk &
Co.)
Growth in hybrids is steady.  The doomsayers report that hybrids
represent less than one percent, an insignificant number,   of the
17 million new vehicles sold in 2004, but  each week there is an
increasinlg number of testimonials and articles  written in favor
of the electric-gasoline drive.  It is because  there is documented
growing interest amongst consumers, the major automakers are
planning to introduce another dozen new hybrids in  the next
three years. BD

From the Power Sources 41st ConferenceThe State of Lithium-ion Thinking - Part 4
High Energy and Power

by Shirley and Donald Georgi
Today, making a battery is one thing, but to make a high energy
or power battery is a special case, especially with Lithium-ion,
because its high energy and power demand unique safety
features. Even a Lithium-ion battery in a PDA could explode
and cause burns to the user�s hand.  As the power or capability
increases, the potential for a higher rate exothermic reaction
opens the door to an even greater hazard.  With high-energy
batteries, there is an even greater opportunity for a large
explosion or fire.
Safety is not the only concern for high energy and power
batteries, but there is also, oftentimes, a requirement for
performance in difficult environmental conditions, usually high

and low temperatures.  A battery powering a Rover on Mars
may get very cold.  A battery living in a vehicle engine
compartment may get very hot.  While there are engineering
possibilities for dealing with the environment, the most
straightforward approach requires a battery which could exist
in those environmental conditions. Even the battery itself has
requirements for getting rid of heat generated as it is providing
energy.
The overviews of the following presentations, separated into
�High Energy� and �High Power� sections, bring out many of the
challenges and stepping stones of progress which may provide
improvements or solutions which will extend Lithium-ion
applications.
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HIGH  ENERGY
14.3   A New Strategy for Li-ion Microbattery Development
as an Autonomous Micropower Source: High Capacity
LiCo02 Li2RuO3 Electrodes: There is a need for microbatteries
to be used in conjunction with ever expanding microsensor
and MEMS applications.  The very size of a microbe battery
implies a very small amount of energy available, so one of the
major goals is to increase the energy density of a microbattery.
In this paper, the work shows that the addition of ruthenium
oxide to cobalt based cathodes provides a 34 percent increase
in discharge capacity.

Using the Naval Research Laboratories� protocols for
stenciling electrodes and creatingprecision laser deposition
of electrode materials, microbattery cathodes were built with
standard lithium cobalt oxide, ruthenium oxide and a mix of the
two.   While the ruthenium oxide performed similarly to cobalt
oxide, the mixture-based cells provided significant improvement
in discharge capacity when tested to 2.0 Volt levels at 1C rates.
Despite the additional cost of the ruthenium oxide, the small
amounts needed in microbatteries may be justifiable to produce
this additional capacity.
14.4 Design, Thermal Analysis and testing of Very Large
Lithium-ion Cells: Lithion, Inc. developed and tested a 200
Ah cell to power an unmanned aerial vehicle
and a 400 Ah cell for a submersible crew
transport in  a U.S. Naval application.   Because
heat generation and heat transfer rates are most
critical in such high energy/high power
applications for maintaining safe operating
temperature for the battery and its
accompanying electronics, thermal modeling of
the  system (battery and electronics) under
specified power cycles  were characterized.
Prismatic cell designs were used because thermal
modeling of the pack showed that the cylindrical
cell construction temperature increase would be
3.5 times greater than that of the prismatic shape.
The design for the 200 Ah cell needed to fit in a
rectangular envelope so the design of the cell
was a rectangle.  However, the 400 Ah cell had
to fit into a round tube, so the design
construction had to be modified.    A trapezoidal
design with a rounded bottom was chosen for
this 400 Ah cell with 1400 Wh of energy.  Special
design features included matching the curvature
of the bottom of the cells to the radius of the
tube to give a clean path, in a direction parallel
to the electrode plates, directly to the metal tube.
Thus, heat flows directly out of the bottom of
the cells and battery pack.

From Presentation 17.2. Early Lithium-ion cells had limited cycling ability,
restricting their possible use in satellite applications. Through
electrochemical improvements plus limiting the peak charge Voltage and
depth of discharge, cycle life has improved to make their use possible in
orbital applications. The end discharge Voltages can be seen in the above
figure. With more  than 22,000 cycles, the cells still have an energy efficiency
of approximately 92%. This test has been operational for over 5 years,
adding confidence to the calendar life of Lithium-ion chemistry. (Reproduction
is by permission of Yardney/Lithion, with special thanks to the author, Chad
Deroy.) +

In one test,  to show how the large 400 Ah cell would move heat
efficiently, a 120 Amp discharge and temperature profile was
run.  The cell chamber was set to 250 C and was well insulated
with no leakage of heat.  Several different temperature heat
generation rates were noted.  First, the temperature increased
linearly until reaching a plateau at 65% state or charge.  The
plateau existed  to about  30% state of charge. The majority of
heat  generated  was in the remaining 30% discharge.  It was
determined that cycling the cells in the battery between 100%
and 30% state of charge would be the  preferred technique for
thermal management.    The presenter, Seth Cohen, noted that
(to date) the cell demonstrated excellent cycle life and specific
energy up to 216 Wh/kg.

17.2    Lithium-ion Technology for Aerospace Applications:
Rather than focus on a single battery, this presentation
overviewed Lithion�s progress over the recent years in
developing aerospace Lithium-ion batteries. These batteries are
used to provide power to parts of systems, or to provide the
total power such as in the situation where a satellite encounters
the shadowed part of its orbit, being deprived of its photovoltaic
power. The years have included research, development, testing
and now delivery of batteries for applications ranging from the
B 2 bomber to Mars Landers and Rovers
Critical to the batteries success is a battery management system
(BMS), which is either integral to the battery or integrated within
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the craft control system. Cell management can be monitored at
the individual cell level or can be used to track performance for
a group of four cells. BMS must provide for overcharge
protection, safety and the regulation of charge via battery
dedicated automatic control or space craft central control.
Data from representative cells shows excellent performance with
high rate and orbital cycling. In one set of data, cells under test
for 5 years displayed excellent performance for 18,000 LEO
cycles which, in addition to validating cycle life, begins to
address the question of calendar life. This work shows that
Lithium-ion is moving into a workhorse role in aerospace power.
These results will extend Lithium-ion battery use in aerospace
an terrestrial applications.
17.4   High Capacity Li-ion BB-2590: Performance and Safety
Characteristics: Military electronic packages employ standard
replaceable battery packs which are updated to use new
chemistries and internal configurations so that the energy
density of the pack is extended. This is the case with the BB
2590 battery, a pack which had eight D size Lithium-ion cells
which only utilized part of the internal  space. To utilize more of
the space, a larger diameter cell with the same height was
designed, tested and implemented.  This gave the battery a
greater energy density.
This presentation provided the details of the design with safety
testing and performance data to show the improved capabilities
with the new design.  Each cell is constructed with a three layer
shutdown separator, a pressure activated circuit breaker which
opens at 7 to 9 bar, and a coined vent which opens at 18- 21 bars
to prevent rupture of the can. Short circuit testing showed a
temperature rise to  600 C maximum. An internal protection circuit
monitors Voltage, current and temperatures of all cells.  The
circuit interrupts when abusive conditions are encountered.
Testing at temperatures to - 400 C was presented along with
discharge capacity to 1.5C.  Cycling data showed 94 percent
capacity remaining after 200 cycles of full depth of discharge at
a C/2 rate.  It is anticipated that further improvements will lead
to greater cell capacity beyond the present  6 Ah.
20.1 Large, Low Cost, Rapidly Configurable Lithium-ion
Battery Modules Constructed from Small Commercial Cells:
This presentation was previously reviewed in Part 2 (p.108-7).
Large battery assemblies are built up from many 18650
commercial-off-the-shelf cells.
20.4 Development of a 300 Wh/kg Solid-State Rechargeable
Lithium Battery: Front Edge Technology (FET) has
successfully produced and improved microbatteries based on
Oak-Ridge National Labs�  rechargeable lithium system  LiPON
technology.    The basic cell has a lithium-metal anode, lithium-
phosphorous-oxynitride (LiPON)  ceramic electrolyte, and solid
lithium-cobalt-oxide cathode.  These cell materials are deposited
as thin films on a thin mica substrate by vacuum sputter
deposition.  These 4.2 V cells can be stacked and range in size
from 0.01 mAh to 2.5 mAh (one-hour discharge capacity). Simon

From Presentation 20.4  FET has generated two hyothetical
battery designs, based on extrapolations of FET�s current
cell data, and both are presented in Table 2.  The ojective of
Design A is to maximize specific energy and Design B is
to maximize specific power.  A range of capabilities which
are possible are presented.  FET believes both designs are
achieveable with a relatively straightforward development
effort.  (Chart and information are courtesy of FET, with
special thanks to the author, Simon K. Nieh.) +

Nieh discussed the characteristics of  2 to 4 cell stacks of 0.25 to
1.0 mAh capacity.  Some highlights of the cells (batteries) are as
follows:
�  The cell�s discharge Voltage typically remains above 3.9 VPC
and is flat for discharges over 2 hours.
�  Pulse discharges can be  done repeatedly at the 40C rate.
�  The batteries can be discharged 1000 cycles at 100% DOD
and retain 80% or original capacity.
� A thin film battery charged at 4.2 V will reach 70% of the rated
capacity in six minutes.
� At 00 C, cells deliver more than 80% of their room temperature
capacity.
� In testing effects of short circuit, cell puncture and exposure
to 5000 C, there was not discernible heating or other adverse
effect, and cell Voltage rapidly fell to zero.
�  High pressure testing showed high pressure-survival
capability.
Front Edge Technology is working on  a 300 Wh/kg battery

Table 2. Hypothetical Battery Designs
Design A B
Objective (optimization) Energy Power
Cell thickness (micons) 41 29
Cell count in battery 700 1300
Electrical Characteristics
Energy (Wh) 300 250
Voltage (OCV) 16.8 420
Capacity (Ah @ C/8) 19 0.64
Peak Cont. Power (W) 500* 2300
Peak Pulse Power (W) 1000* 9000
Physical Characteristics
Weight (kg) 1 1.25
Footprint (inches) 4x4 4x4.5
Thickness (inches) 1.4 1.8
Volume (cc) 367 531
Performance
Specific Energy (Wh/kg) 300 200
Energy Density (Wh/liter) 800 470
Cont. Specific Pwr (W/kg) 500 1800
Pulse Specific Pwr (W/kg) 1000 7200

*approximately, limited by connectors
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based on  a scaleup of their current small-cell technology.  To
do this, there is a need to increase the electrode surface area
and cathode thickness and to coat both sides of the substrate.
Their goal, which they feel is very achievable, is to create
batteries which have very useful characteristics including:
� high specific energy (300 Wh/kg)
� high energy density (800 Wh/liter)
�  high specific power (1800 W/kg continuous, and 7,000 W/kg
for 0.5 second pulses)
� long cycle life (>1000 @ 100% DOD, and > 3500 @ 70% DOD
discharges)
23.2 Electrochemical Behavior of Tin Oxide Nanoparticles
as Material for Negative Electrodes of Li-ion Batteries: This
presentation was previously reviewed in Part 3 (p.109-6). Tin
oxide nanomaterials are being investigated to provide  possible
increases in anode capacity of 790 mAh/g. While the present
results are promising, there is a great deal of work to be done to
bring the concept to a practical implementation.
23.3 High-Energy, Rechargeable Li-ion Battery Based on
Carbon Nanotube Technology: New crystalline forms of carbon
nanotubes create opportunities to develop batteries with higher
energy and power densities. These materials provide greater
mobility for ion exchange, greater tensile and shear strength,
plus high electrical and thermal conductivity.
 This program produced  single wall carbon nanotube sheets
which  were thermally oxidized for use as anode material. Pure
single wall nanotube material was used for cathodes. Laboratory
cells were produced  to evaluate the energy and power
performance. Data are reported based on the weight of active
materials. Maximum energy was 659 Wh/kg and peak pulse
output power of 4.6 kW/kg was recorded. Although these cells
are fabricated using laboratory methods, there are commercial
firms scaling up to produce nanotubes, including Nanoledge
SA. The projected cost of these materials is expected to drop
to $100/kg by the end of 2005. The cost is comparable to that of
the microbeads used for conventional Lithium-ion anodes.
26.2 The Development of High Energy Density Lithium-ion
Cells: AGM Batteries Limited of the United Kingdom focused
its presentation on its new high capacity cell development,
integral overcharge protection system and new material
developments.
High capacity cell development - The focus was to work on a
cell for the U.S. military battery market. In the development of
the ICR 36550 cell,  the objective was to increase capacity from
5.3 Ah to 6 Ah  without sacrificing other performance
characteristics.  This goal was accomplished.
Integral overcharge protection system - In addition to increasing
capacity, cells also had to meet requirements of an overcharge
test.   A special top-cap assembly and a miniature protection
circuit were designed for overcharge protection.  This new K2
top-cap assembly has demonstrated to consistently pass

overcharge and short-circuit abuse tests and the safety standard
requirements of MIL-PRF-32052(CR). These currently available
commercialized cells, fitted with this protection circuit, are limited
to a maximum discharge current of 8 Amps.  At the time of the
conference (June 2004), AGM was expecting to have a 12 A
device  within a few months.
New material developments - AEA Technology plc (one of AGM�s
partners) and FMC Corporation are developing cell technology
based on stabilized lithium metal powder (SLMP), which will
have significant increases in energy density.  SLMP can be
used with an existing LiCoO2 system, non-lithiated cathode
materials and new anode materials.
29.3 Nanostructured Electrodes for Next Generation
Rechargeable Electrochemical Devices: This presentation was
previously reviewed in Part 3  (p.109-4). Test cells were
constructed using nanostructured powders which exhibited 720
Wh/kg of energy density and current densities to  22.5 mA/g.
Cathodes were composed of nanostructured lithium manganese
oxide materials to take advantage of its high theoretical energy
density of over 900 Wh/kg.

HIGH  POWER
14.2   Passive Thermal Management of Rolled-Ribbon Cells
for a High-Rate Li-ion Battery: This work focuses on the
application of rolled-ribbon construction to lower the electrode
resistance for high power delivery and provide a lower resistance
heat path to limit temperature. A possible application for this
construction would be in hybrid electric vehicles, where safety
is also a major concern, especially with a large quantity of

From Presentation  14.2 A stacked-cell battery prototype
(48 volt, 7.5Ah) using Inventek rolled-ribbon Li-ion cells is
pulsed at 250A.   The unique disc-shape enables creation of
a compact high power density cell which has excellent heat
dissipation characteristics. (Reproduction is by permission
of Inventek Corporation, with special thanks to the author,
Thomas Kaun.) +
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batteries aboard. To enhance the safety, a pressure seal is employed
along with a flame-retardant additive.
Cells were built and tested for pulse performance, power and energy.
Performance to 5C rates were produced without failure. This cell
exceeded the discharge capacity of a typical 18650 cell which is in
the range of 2C. Acceptable temperature performance was reported
to -300 C.
14.5   High Power, Gel Polymer Lithium-Ion Cells with
Improved Low Temperature Performance for NASA and
DOD Applications: The scope of the program is
aggressive in that applications to both unmanned space
and Land Warrior are targeted. The space requirements
include operation to - 600 C, long cycling life and  high
power delivery. The manned requirements add the need
for safety, high power and high pulse performance.
The battery chosen has a manganese-based cathode,
gelled electrolyte and graphite anode previously intended
for HEV applications. Prototypes included cells with low
temperature electrolytes.
Test results were favorable in cycle life, low temperatures
to - 600 C, high rate continuous power and pulse power.
Conclusions   included promise for HEV applications,
but further work needs to be applied to charge
acceptance.
17.3   Very High Power Lithium Ion for Aircraft and Directed

From Presentation 14.5  In order to be competetive, Lithium-
ion must function at very low temperatures. This data shows
discharge capacity  (Ahr) of a 7 Ah cell containing 1.0 M
LiPF6 EC+DEC+DMC+EMC (1:1:1:3 v/v %) electrolyte at
�40oC using C/5 (1.40A) and C/10 (0.70 A) discharge rates.
(Reproduction is by permission of NASA/JPL/CALTECH,
with special thanks to author, Marshall Smart.) +

Energy Applications: Lithium-ion in chemistry is noted for its
specific energy, but not necessarily for high power or lower
temperature operation.  When looking at state-of-the-art military
requirements, a Lithium-ion battery with extended power in
temperature performance would be highly desirable. New
applications, which include active armor, electric gun, heat laser
weapons, and thermo chemical systems having portability,

become possible when powered by a high energy density
batteries.
Saft has developed large Lithium-ion cells for automotive
applications and extended the design to a variety of military
requirements.  Each key part of auto and military applications is
centered on the ability to deliver high-energy pulses, and now
enhanced temperature performance must be tested to -600 C.
Batteries are ordinarily considered inferior to supercapacitors
when considering a need for high-energy short pulse durations.
These new batteries exhibit large pulse energy delivery, with data
showing that pulses over 21 kJ/kg can be delivered, exceeding
the 14-16 kJ/kg specific energy delivery of supercapacitors.
Testing also showed that the batteries could provide very short
pulses in the region of a few hundred microseconds. The
combination of these performance capabilities makes these large
batteries and their associated enabling technology suitable for
directed energy weapons.
20 3   High Rate Lithium-Ion Cell Testing:  Many pundits who
do not observe the improvement in performance data chastise
the battery industry for not keeping up with the power demands
of electronic devices.  They surmize that since technology has
learned to make tiny phones with keyboards not easily
manipulated and that since little boys can replace real-world
experiences with  miniature portable game devices, that batteries
should therefore have extended the device�s run time to days and
weeks, if not months and years. But the world is a practical place.
The development of electrochemistry predates semiconductor
fabrication by about 150  years. Making incremental increases in
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From Presentation 17.3  The natural progression from high power to
very high power is shown in this chart. The VL12P was developed for
the FreedomCAR program to meet the automotive requirements.
Higher pulse power is required for energy weapons and other compact
applications. (Reproduction is by permission of SAFT America, with
special thanks to the author, Kamen  Nechev.) +
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improvements continue to provide users with  incremental gains
in this case by a factor of 5 over  a 3-4 year time span.
26.1 Development of High Power Li-ion Battery Technology
for Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) Applications:  Saft has
developed a range of high  power Lithium-ion cells  to improve
regenerative charge power densities and pulse cycle life for
HEV applications .  Their new 4 Ah-power cells are based on an
LiNiCoAlO2/blended-carbon system which provides excellent
performance advantages for HEVs  over the Nickel-metal hydride
system.  Improved formulation and optimized graphite anode
with a high power electrode design improve the power capability
and the pulse cycle life.
The very high power cells have the capability to provide the
required power even after 30 days storage at 250C.  In self
discharge testing, the power loss was insignificant - the drop
in OCV after 30 days was <10mV.  There should be sufficient
power available after parking a vehicle for a month at the 250C
temperature.
The Saft cells can also meet the -300 C cold cranking
requirements down to 40% SOC.

BD

Batteries/Business
Rayovac is renamed Spectrum to better reflect diversified
products. On April 27th, the company began trading on the New
York Stock Exchange as SPC.
Batteries/Lead-acid
Exide shares  tumble after  violating terms of loan agreement.
Exide could not meet the terms of a  leverage ratio covenant in
its   $365 million senior credit facility for the fist quarter ending
March 31, 2005.   Although Exide is currently working to secure
amendments to the covenants,  �The Street� did not like the
news, and Exide shares dived 39 percent to $6.80 by 10 o�clock
on May 17th.  The shares continued to fall on May 18th and
were the price/share in the early afternoon was $5.61.
Batteries/Research
The National Science Foundation (NSF) reports on a silicon
solution as a  potential for truly long-life battery. Using some
of the same manufacturing techniques that produce microchips,
researchers have created a porous-silicon diode that may lead

to improved betavoltaics.
Such devices convert low levels of radiation into electricity
and can have useful lives spanning several decades.
While producing as little as one-thousandth of the power of
conventional chemical batteries, the new �BetaBattery�
concept is more efficient and potentially less expensive than
similar designs and should be easier to manufacture.
If the new diode proves successful when incorporated into a
finished battery, it could help power such hard-to-service, long-
life systems as structural sensors on bridges, climate monitoring
equipment and satellites.
The battery�s staying power is tied to the enduring nature of
its fuel, tritium, a hydrogen isotope that releases electrons in a
process called beta decay.
The porous-silicon semiconductors generate electricity by
absorbing the electrons, just as a solar cell generates electricity
by absorbing energy from incoming photons of light.
Supported by grants from the NSF Small Business Innovation

electrochemistry is more difficult because of the maturity of the
science.
Despite that maturity, there has been a continual and measurable
increase in battery performance as indicated from the data in this
presentation by Yardney/Lithion. Using a baseline construction
of a 9 Ah Lithium-ion coin cell, the pulse power and high rate
performance of cells manufactured in earlier years was compared
to more recent designs. Predicted values were shown of baseline
cells from pre-2002 fabrication with pulse power output of about
2000 W/kg. By October of 2002, the predicted pulse power had
increased to 5,000 Wh/kg, and later that year to 7,000 Wh/kg. By
2003, the predicted peak had increased to 8,200 Wh/kg and
projections were predicted to 10.5 kW/kg.
Using standardized construction methods, cells could be built from
each of these technological levels and tested to show the
improvement based on chemistry and configuration. Unfortunately,
the improvements are proprietary to protect the resources
expended to create the improvements. Test data was shown which
proved that 9 Ah cells of the latest designs could produce peak
specific power of 11 kW/kg, exceeding the projections make before
the outset of the program.
This standardized, real world program shows that battery
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The industrial segment is traditionally the largest end-user of
Nickel-cadmium and Nickel-metal hydride batteries and
continues to prefer nickel batteries.  This is because they are
inexpensive, resist abuse, have high discharge rates and can be
used over wide temperature ranges.
�However, across numerous other applications, nickel-based
batteries are slowly losing out to lithium-based technologies due
to lack of product advancements and technological innovations,�
notes Frost & Sullivan Analyst C. R. Malavika.  �As novel product
applications demand miniaturization along with greater energy
density and longer runtimes, nickel -batteries  are being
substituted in many medical, military and telecom applications.�
In addition, increasing prices of raw materials are forcing a rise
in production costs.  While manufacturers need to raise prices to
sustain themselves, price competition from Chinese vendors, who
have lower production costs, limits their profits.
Manufacturers need to think of expanding outside Europe and
North America to expand geographical operations and new
applications for nickel batteries.  While electric vehicles are fast
becoming a big market for Nickel-metal hydride batteries, other
areas such as hobby batteries, telecom and electric bikes are also
likely to provide market potential.  �Asia Pacific, especially China,
is considered to have a lot of potential in terms of overall growth of
the nickel batteries market in these regions,�  comments C.  R.
Makavika.
Faced with declining market share, nickel battery manufacturers
must undertake immense amount of research and development to
stay competitive.  Investing in R&D is likely to help develop an
enhanced  nickel battery in terms of chemistry or form factor.
Information is from �World Nickel Battery Market� by Frost &
Sullivan,  05/05, http://www.batteries.frost.com.  +

Lead-author Wei Sun of the University of Rochester holds the
wafer test fixture the researchers used to test the new porous-
silicon diode and its interactions with tritium gas.  The diode is
the dark wafer in the center of the top plate.  (Photo is credited
to the courtesy of the University of Rochester; BetaBatt, Inc.) +

Research (SBIR) program, a multi-disciplinary team of researchers
from the University of Rochester, the University of Toronto,
Rochester Institute of Technology and BetaBatt of Houston,
Texas, describe their new diode in the May 13 issue of Advanced
Materials.
Researchers have been attempting to convert radiation into
electricity since the development of the transistor more than 50
years ago.
Mastering the junctions between relatively electron-rich and
electron-poor regions of semiconductor material (p-n junctions)
led to many modern electronic products.
Yet, while engineers have been successful at capturing
electromagnetic radiation with solar cells, the flat, thin devices
have been unable to collect enough beta-decay electrons to yield
a viable betavoltaic device.
The BetaBatt will not be the first battery to harness a radioactive
source, or even the first to use tritium, but the new cell will have

a unique advantage - the half-millimeter-thick silicon wafer into
which researchers have etched a network of deep pores.
This structure vastly increases the exposed surface area, creating
a device that is 10 times more efficient than planar designs.
�The 3-D porous silicon configuration is excellent for absorbing
essentially all the kinetic energy of the source electrons,� says
co-author Nazir Kherani of the University of Toronto.
Instead of generating current by absorbing electrons at the
outermost layer of a thin sheet, surfaces deep within these porous
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In the U.S., telecom spending  was estimated at $784.5 billion
in 2004.  The 2004 figure is 7.9 percent larger than for 2003.
Growth is projected to be faster in the international market
than in the U.S. market.
The telecommunication market is closely tied with the battery
market not only with  battery backup for operation of equipment
but also with battery power for new wireless devices.
Data reported  is from the Telecommunications Industry
Association .  +

Clean-energy markets have expanded from $9.5 billion in 2002
to over $16 billion in 2004.  By 2014, they will grow another
six-fold.
Growth in Photovoltaics (PV) involves modules, system
components and installation.  New wind power installations in
2004 are about the same as in 2003.  Fuel cells and distributed
hydrogen growth will primarily revolve around research
contracts and demonstration and test units.

Information is from �Clean-Energy Trends 2005.�  For more
information and a full report, see website: http://
www.cleanedge.com/reports-trends2005.php +

silicon wafers accommodate a much larger amount of incoming
radiation. In early tests, nearly all electrons emitted during the
tritium�s beta decay were absorbed.
There were a number of practical reasons for selecting tritium as
the source of energy, says co-author Larry Gadeken of BetaBatt -
particularly safety and containment.

�Tritium emits only low energy beta particles (electrons) that can
be shielded by very thin materials, such as a sheet of paper,� says
Gadeken.
�The hermetically-sealed, metallic BetaBattery cases will
encapsulate the entire radioactive energy source, just like a normal
battery contains its chemical source so it cannot escape.�
Even if the hermetic case were to be breached, adds Gadeken, the
source material the team is developing will be a hard plastic that
incorporates tritium into its chemical structure. Unlike a chemical
paste, the plastic cannot not leak out or leach into the surrounding
environment.
Researchers and manufacturers have been producing porous
silicon for decades, and it is commonly used for antireflective
coatings, light emitting devices, and photon filters for fiber optics.
However, the current research is the first patented betavoltaic
application for porous silicon and the first time that 3-D p-n diodes
have been created with standard semiconductor industry
techniques. �The betavoltaic and photovoltaic applications of 3-D
porous silicon diodes will result in an exciting arena of additional

uses for this versatile material,� says co-author Philippe Fauchet
of the University of Rochester. �This is the first time that uniform
p-n junctions have been made in porous silicon, which is exciting
from the point of view of materials science,� says Fauchet.
For example, because of its characteristics and photon sensitivity,
each diode pore could serve as an individual detector, potentially
creating an extremely high-resolution image sensor.
�The ease of using standard semiconductor processing
technology to fabricate 3-D p-n junctions was surprising,� adds
co-author Karl Hirschman of the Rochester Institute of
Technology.
That manufacturing ease is an important breakthrough for
increasing production and lowering costs, and it makes the device
scalable and versatile for a range of applications.
�The initial applications will be for remote or inaccessible sensors
and devices where the availability of long-life power is critical,�
says Gadeken.
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Portals
To What others are Saying

Toby

Toby�s Column...Does GE Stand for �Green Enterprise?�
Hi Readers,
I�m back in Minnesota after one of my best winters on the desert. Actually, any
winter is good when you don�t get bitten by a rattlesnake. Back here, we don�t
have the brown wiggly guys, but we share getting bit by economic fakery
shared by  politicians and special interest groups. For example, there are lots of
teary eyes in Washington if the words �clean environment� are mentioned.
Concurrently, Representatives of Congress, stacking up their chips for
reelection, inked   an energy bill
which gives billions in tax breaks to
oil and gas R & D but far fewer than
President Bush had asked for in
alternative energy funds. With the
addition of shielding for MTBE
lawsuits, you have a government
statement which deincentivizes
(word coined by me) environmental
responsibility.
So where is the beef? It may be in
the top level decision made by Jeff
Immelt of GE on May 9th. He wants
to double GE�s annual investment in
environmentally friendly
technologies to $1.5 billion so that
more than half of its revenue in 2015 would come from better environmental
performance. The Kyoto Protocol can�t do it, and the U. S. Government won�t
do it, so maybe the good-old innovative U.S. Industry can. We all know that
Mr. Immelt has a big responsibility to have GE perform short and long term on
its financial scorecard, so financial benevolence is not a luxury he can fall back
on. His commitment to make more money than the average company is a, long
term goal. Hopefully, the efforts will result in a cleaner country, and world.
Of course, talk is cheap and we have heard the promises from other big U.S.
companies such as GM and Ford, but those may be little more than PR statements
with no one held accountable. Hummer and SUV ads still dominate their
advertising which formulates buyers� opinions. From across the sea, we notice
that before the turn of the century, Toyota made a big gamble on hybrids and
now enjoys the worldwide image of being the green car company and will soon
be rewarded with the most auto sales worldwide.
So what does it take to implement responsible ecology? There have to be
continual announcements of positive accomplishments from CO2 sequestration,
to higher efficiency jet engines. Our readers have to continually see the progress
in GE announcements and BD is standing ready to show you that green can be
better business. Listen up- battery, fuel cell and PV people, toot your horn
when you do something green and let us know so that we can pass it on.
By the way, the new House Energy bill also includes an extension of Daylight
Savings Time by two months. Now if that ain�t Congressional progress...hmmm?
Tail wags, \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /

The BetaBattery may prove better suited to certain
tasks than chemical batteries when power needs are
limited.
The structures are robust - tolerant to motion and
shock, and functional from -148Â° Fahrenheit (-100Â°
Celsius) to 302Â° F (150Â°C) - and may never have to
be changed for the lifetime of the device. (Information
is coutesty of a press release by the National Science
Foundation.  The article reference is W. Sun et al.,
Adv. Mater. 2005,17, 1230.)
Fuel cells/Portable
World Energy Labs is finalizing a project with Medis
Technologies, Ltd. to develop a handheld �Integrator�
focused on the application of frequency response
analysis for the manufacturing and quality control of
specific fuel cells.  The tool will aid in fuel cell
optimization, design and manufacturing processes and
lead to field portable systems for assessing the health
of fuel cells throughout their operational lifetime.

BD

Beautiful Desert with Lots of Treats

Miscellaneous/Alternative Energy Sources
Cheaper Hydrogen Beckons

The U. S. Department of Energy researchers at the
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory have developed a way to make hydrogen
almost twice as efficiently as with conventional
electrolysis. The method employs running a fuel cell in
reverse with an 8500 C temperature. Making hydrogen
from natural gas costs $4-$5 kg and releases great
quantities of CO2 into the atmosphere. Present
electrolysis costs $7-$9/kg. The developers envision
using a special nuclear reactor to supply both the
electricity and heat to bring production costs down to
$1.50/kg.

IEEE Spectrum,  March 2005, p. 16
BD
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Ask Isidor About Batteries...
Q: How are Laptop batteries Serviced?

Isidor Buchmann (Isidor.Buchmann@cadex.com) is the founder and CEO of Cadex
Electronics Inc., in Vancouver BC. Mr. Buchmann has a background in radio
communications and has studied the behavior of rechargeable batteries in practical,
everyday applications for two decades. Award winning author of many articles and
books on batteries, Mr. Buchmann has delivered technical papers around the world. +

Figure 1: Two-wire SMBus system.
The SMBus is based on a two-wire system using a
standardized communications protocol. This system
lends itself to standardized state-of-charge and state-
of-health measurements.  +

Most laptops batteries are �smart�, meaning that some form of
communications occurs between the battery and user. The
definition of �smart� varies among manufacturers and regulatory
authorities. Some manufacturers call their batteries �smart� by
simply adding a chip that sets
the charger to the correct charge
algorithm. The Smart Battery
System (SBS) forum states that
a �smart� battery must provide
state-of-charge (SoC)
indications.
There are two common
architectures of �smart�
batteries, consisting of the
single wire system found on
high-end cameras and radio
communications devices, and
the two-wire system typically
used on laptops. The two-wire
system is usually configured to
the System Management Bus
(SMBus). Because of its
common use in laptops, we will
focus on the SMBus system.
Figure 1 shows the layout.
Battery connection
The SMBus battery has five or
more battery connections
consisting of positive and
negative battery terminals,
thermistor, clock and data. The connections are commonly
unmarked and attempting to test this type of battery appears
complicated. Figure 2 describes the functions of a battery with
6 connections.
The positive and negative battery terminals are commonly
located at the outer edges of the connector. The inner contacts
accommodate the clock and data. (On a one-wire system, clock
and date are combined.) For safety reasons, a separate
thermistor wire is brought to the outside. This allows temperature

protection if the digital communication is disabled.
Some batteries are equipped with a solid-state switch that is
normally in the off position. In such a case, no Voltage is present.

Connecting the switch terminal to
ground will turn the battery on. If
this does not work, a proprietary
code may be needed to activate
the battery.
How can I find the correct
terminals? To begin, use a
Voltmeter to locate the positive
and negative battery terminals.
Establish the polarity. If no
Voltage is available, a solid-state
switch may need to be activated.
With the Voltmeter connected on
the outer terminals, take a 100-
Ohm resistor (other values may
also work), connect one end of
the resistor to ground, and with
the other end touch each terminal
while observing the Voltmeter. If
no Voltage appears, the battery
may be dead or the pack requires
a digital code to activate. The
resistor protects the battery
against a possible electrical
short.
Once the connection to the
battery terminals is established,

charging should be possible. If the charge current stops after
30 seconds, an activation code may be required. This code is
often difficult, if not impossible, to obtain.
Some battery manufacturers even add an end-of-battery-life
switch. At a preset age, cycle count or capacity level, the battery
stops functioning. Manufacturers explain that customer
satisfaction and safety can only be guaranteed if the battery is
regularly replaced. Such policy tends to satisfy the manufacturer
more than the user. Newer batteries generally do not have this
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feature.
It is recommended to utilize the thermistor during charge and
discharge to protect the battery against over heating. The
thermistor can be measured with the Ohmmeter. The most common
thermistors are 10 Kilo Ohm NTC or 10kOhm at 20°C (68°F). NTC
stands for negative temperature coefficient, meaning that the
resistance decreases with rising temperature. A positive
temperature coefficient (PTC) will increase the resistance. Warming
the battery with your hand may be sufficient to detect a small
change in resistor value.
An SMBus battery contains permanent and temporary data. The
permanent data is programmed into the battery at time of
manufacturing and includes battery ID number, battery type, serial
number, manufacturer and date of manufacture. The temporary
data is acquired during use and consists of cycle count, user
pattern and maintenance requirements. Some of this information is
renewed during the life of the battery.
A �smart� battery for the Laptop can be
repaired but the work is often time
consuming. The success rate varies
with battery type. One must remember
that the �smart� battery consists of two
parts, the chemical cells and the digital
circuit. In some cases, the chemical
battery can be fully restored but the
fuel gauge may be inaccurate or its data
is corrupt.
Anyone attempting to repair an SMBus
battery must be aware of some non-
compliance. Unlike other tightly
regulated standards, the SMBus allows
some variations. This may cause
problems with existing chargers and the
SMBus battery should be checked for
compatibility before use. More
information on the SMBus is available
on www.sbs-forum.org and
www.acpi.info.
If the cells are weak, cell replacement
makes economic sense. While nickel-based cells are readily
available, Lithium-ion cells are not sold on the open market. This
precaution is understandable when considering the danger of
explosion and fire if the cells are assembled in a careless way.
Always replace the pack with the same chemistry cells.

During cell replacement, the circuit of the �smart� battery may need
to be kept alive with a supply Voltage. Disconnecting the circuit, if
only for a fraction of a second, can erase vital data and render the
circuit unusable. To assure continued operation when changing the
cells, connect a secondary Voltage through a 100-Ohm resistor before
disconnecting the cells. Remove the secondary supply only after
the circuit is fed from the new cells.
The open terminal Voltages of the replacement cells should be within
10% of each other. Welding the cells is the only reliable way to get
dependable service. Attention must be paid to limiting the amount
of heat transferred to the cells during welding. Excess heat can
damage the cells.
During storage, each cell may have self-discharged to a different
charge level. This is especially evident on nickel-based batteries. To
assure proper charge of all cells without overcharging some, trickle
charge the newly repaired pack for about 14 hours, then discharge
and recharge normally. Such a cycle is also needed to reset the

battery�s fuel gauge circuit. Lithium-ion can accept a normal charge
in about 3 hours. The service should also include calibrating the
battery. (Refer to �Choosing the right battery for portable computing,�
Part Two).

BD

Figure 2: Connections of a typical laptop battery.
The positive and negative terminals are usually placed on the outside; no norm
exists on the arrangement of the contacts. +
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        MEETINGS
Consult the Meetings page of  www.BatteriesDigest for more information

May 2005
2005 Joint Service Power Expo

May 2-5, 2005
Tampa, FL

www.ndia.org
June 2005

Fuel Cell 2005
June 7-8, 2005

Minneapolis, MN
www.FuelCell-magazine.com

See BD Website for attendance discount
*

Junior Solar Spring Northeast Championship
Over 200 middle school students with model solar cars

www.nesea.org
July 2005

SOLAR 2005
www.ases.org

Tel: 1-303-443-3130, E Mail: ASES@ases.org
August 2005

Energy Technology Expo & Conference
Bringing together all segments of the renewable energyindustrywww.energytechexpo.com

September 2005
Portable PowerConference& Expo

www.PortablePowerConference.com
November 2005

2005 Fuel Cell Seminar
www.fuelcellseminar.com

*
2004 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop

Huntsville, AL
Tel: 1-256-544-3345

http://ntf-2.msfc.nasa.gov/battery/nsf
December 2005

Electric Drive Transportation Assn. Conference & Expo.
Hosted by EDTA

December 6-8, 2005
Vancouver, B.C., Canada

Military Applications, Light Duty Hybrids, Hydrogen
Economy,Research, Government Affairs,Fuel Cells,International
Suppliers and Developers, Fleet and Transit Applications plus

Expo and Ride�nDrive.
www.edtaconference.com

January 2006
Consumer Electronics Show
Las Vegas Convention Center

Las Vegas, NV
www.cesweb.org

February 2006
Tactical Power Sources Summit

Washington D.C.
Pre Conference Workshop

Multi-Track Event: Batteries, Fuel Cells, Alternative Power
Sources, Power In Action (Case Studies)

www.IDGA.com
Sponsorship: 212-885-2719, sponsorship@IDGA.com
Info & Registration 1-800-882-8684, info@IDGA.com

*
April 2006

BCI 118th Convention
April 30-May 3, 2006

Tucson, AZ
Battery Council International sponsors an annual meeting to
promote higher standards of quality, technical and environmental
awareness in the Lead-acid battery industry worldwide. BCI�s
convention is designed to provide a forum for discussion on
the latest advances and concerns for the battery industry.

Tel: 1-312-644-6610,E-Mail:  Ann_Noll@sba.com www.batterycouncil.org
*

NESEA Tour De sol
The Great American Green Transportation Festival and

Competition
www.TourdeSol.org

June 2006
 42nd Power Sources Conference

Philadelphia, PA
Contact Ralph Nadell at Rnadell@pcm411.com

October 2006
Occupational Health, Safety and

 Environmental Protection Conference
 www.batterycouncil.org

April 2007
EVS

info@evs21.org
Tel: +377 97 77 54 21

The Worldwide Battery, Hybrid and Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
Symposium & Exhibition.


